
 

PSHE and Citizenship 

Using the Jigsaw scheme: 
Being Me in My World  
Celebrating Difference  
Anti-bullying week 
 

Understanding English, Communication and Languages 
Reading: retrieving information, inference and deduction, commenting on author’s choice of language, word 
meaning, skimming and scanning, summarising, predicting, explaining, sequencing. 
Writing: planning, drafting, editing and performing compositions; using a wide range of vocabulary, grammar, and 
sentence structures accurately appropriate for the audience and purpose of our writing. 
Grammar: types of sentences, expanded noun phrases, using a range of punctuation accurately, main, subordinate 
and relative clauses, adverbials, conjunctions, verb tenses, Standard English, subjunctive form, modal verbs. 
Spelling- spelling rules from the key stage 2 national curriculum.  
French: Developing speaking, listening, reading and writing skills through the topics of ‘Actions’, ‘In France’. 
 Mathematical Understanding 
Place value of numbers to ten million, formal methods of addition and subtraction, multiplication and division. 
Fractions-including calculations with fractions, addition, multiplication and division of fractions. Geometry-plot, 
draw and label shapes in the four quadrants and predict missing co-ordinates. Translating and reflecting shapes.  
Times tables and mental arithmetic/mathematical fluency skills.  

Scientific and Technological Understanding 
Electricity- Use recognised symbols when representing a 

simple circuit in a diagram. To consider the effects of 

changing the current flowing through components in a 

circuit. 

Light- To apply understanding of how light travels to explain 

how a periscope and other applications of mirrors work. 

 

Understanding Physical 
Development, Health and Well 

Being 
Taught by Planet Soccer coaches.  

Computing 
 
E-safety: behaving safely, respectfully and 
responsibly online.  
 
Planning the creation of a mobile app. 
Data collection and analysis. 
 
 

 

Historical, Geographical and 
Social Understanding 

Local studies: how Cranleigh/the 
UK was affected by World War 2.  
To locate and name counties and 
cities of the UK investigating their 
geographical regions and their 
human and physical features.  

 

Religious Education 

Using the Come and See scheme the children will learn about: 
Domestic Church – Loving: God’s love is unconditional 
Vocation and commitment – Being welcomed 
Advent – Expectations: Gifts are a sign and expression of love 
Other faiths: Judaism 
 

Enhancement 
All Year 6 children will take on an additional responsibility outside the classroom.  
Local studies history trip around Cranleigh (tbc). 
WW2 Experience Day (tbc). 
Visit to London Imperial War Museum (tbc). 

Understanding the Arts 
Art: To study the work of Picasso.  
DT: To learn how to include an 
electric motor in a simple circuit. 
Music: To use and understand 
staff and other musical notations. 
 


